
A HISTORY OF THE CREATION OF THE ATOMIC BOMB A WEAPON OF

MASS DESTRUCTION

A weapon of mass destruction (WMD) is a nuclear, radiological, chemical, biological, or any Following the atomic
bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki that ended World The resolution also created the Atomic Energy Commission (
predecessor of .. and opinions of WMD have varied during the course of their history.

A further 75 tons of tuna caught between March and December were found to be unfit for human
consumption. The stockpile contained mainly chemical precursors, but some munitions remained usable. In
the end, President Truman made the final decision, looking for a proper response to the first Soviet atomic
bomb test in  Truman had initially tried to create a media blackout about the testâ€”hoping it would not
become an issue in the upcoming presidential electionâ€”but on January 7, , Truman announced the
development of the hydrogen bomb to the world as hints and speculations of it were already beginning to
emerge in the press. By the end of the year, radiation injury brought the death toll to , The news of the test's
success was rushed to Truman at the Potsdam Conference , where Churchill was briefed and Soviet Premier
Joseph Stalin was informed of the new weapon. Its explosion yielded energy equivalent to  Kennedy spoke of
not filling space "with weapons of mass destruction, but with instruments of knowledge and understanding.
This created concern within the U. The Soviet program, under the suspicious watch of former NKVD chief
Lavrenty Beria a participant and victor in Stalin's Great Purge of the s , would use the Report as a blueprint,
seeking to duplicate as much as possible the American effort. Learn More in these related Britannica articles:.
The U. The two fission bomb assembly methods. Tests were divided into two primary categories: "weapons
related" verifying that a new weapon worked or looking at exactly how it worked and "weapons effects"
looking at how weapons behaved under various conditions or how structures behaved when subjected to
weapons. In alarm at this monopoly, the Soviets urgently undertook their own atomic program. Because of the
difficulties in making a working plutonium bomb, it was decided that there should be a test of the weapon.
The English phrase MAD was often known by, "nuclear deterrence," was translated by the French as
"dissuasion," and "terrorization" by the Soviets. While technically true, this hid a more gruesome point: the
last stage of a multi-staged hydrogen bomb often used the neutrons produced by the fusion reactions to induce
fissioning in a jacket of natural uranium, and provided around half of the yield of the device itself. Hopes were
raised among scientists and laymen that the elements around us could contain tremendous amounts of unseen
energy, waiting to be harnessed. The object of a country operating by the MAD doctrine is to deny the
opposing country this first strike capability. Also called WMD. The first atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki were large, custom-made devices, requiring highly trained personnel for their arming and
deployment. The treaty permitted underground tests. Navy department officials at Columbia University to
discuss the use of fissionable materials for military purposes. He subsequently assigned the patent to the
British Admiralty so that it could be covered by the Official Secrets Act.


